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No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.



FIRST PASSAGE:  Une interview avec Anne Hidalgo – Première partie /  
   An interview with Anne Hidalgo – Part One

In March 2014, Parisians elected Anne Hidalgo as Mayor of Paris. Since then, she has given 
several interviews. Listen to the answers she has given to some of the questions she has been 
asked. Question One is based on this passage. Answer the question in your choice of English, te 
reo Māori, and / or French. You now have 30 seconds to read the question.

Glossed vocabulary
Franco  dictator of Spain 1938–1975
Lyon a city in France

LISTENING NOTES

Anne Hidalgo
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SECOND PASSAGE:  Une interview avec Anne Hidalgo – Deuxième   
      partie / An interview with Anne Hidalgo – Part Two

The interview with Anne Hidalgo, Mayor of Paris, continues. Listen as she answers questions 
about her initial priorities. Question Two is based on this passage. Answer the question in your 
choice of English, te reo Māori, and / or French. You now have 30 seconds to read the question.

LISTENING NOTES
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THIRD PASSAGE:  La Joconde n’est pas à vendre – Première partie /  
        The Mona Lisa is not for sale – Part One

Listen to a documentary about some countries that own valuable art works and the discussion 
this raises about the Mona Lisa in France. Question Three is based on this passage. Answer the 
question in your choice of English, te reo Māori, and / or French. You now have 30 seconds to read 
the question.

Glossed vocabulary
Joan Miró  famous 20th century Spanish Catalan painter
les dettes debts
le patrimoine  cultural heritage
l’Impressionnisme style of painting that originated in France in the 1860s
le musée d’Orsay Paris museum known for its collection of Impressionist paintings

LISTENING NOTES

Joan Miró
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FOURTH PASSAGE:  La Joconde n’est pas à vendre – Deuxième partie /  
    The Mona Lisa is not for sale – Part Two

In the second part of this documentary about countries that own art works, the report focuses on 
the dilemma for France. Question Four is based on this passage. Answer the question in your 
choice of English, te reo Māori, and / or French. You now have 30 seconds to read the question.

Glossed vocabulary
les caisses  coffers or funds

LISTENING NOTES
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Low Achievement exemplar for 91543 2015 Total score 12 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 A3 

This is close to an A4 answer. The candidate shows understanding of 
the text but has not given all the required information, particularly in 
section a. 

2 A4 
Most information is understood and clearly expressed but the 
misunderstanding of des tensions as detentions leads to some confusion. The 
candidate has also misunderstood where the new housing is to be built. 

3 A3 
The candidate has understood the gist of most of the text, including the 
numbers, but has left out a response. 

4 N2 
Although the candidate has correctly identified the number of tourists visiting 
France each year which was problematic for many candidates, there is very 
little correct information given. 
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FIRST PASSAGE:  Une interview avec Anne Hidalgo – Première partie /  
   An interview with Anne Hidalgo – Part One

In March 2014, Parisians elected Anne Hidalgo as Mayor of Paris. Since then, she has given 
several interviews. Listen to the answers she has given to some of the questions she has been 
asked. Question One is based on this passage. Answer the question in your choice of English, te 
reo Māori, and / or French. You now have 30 seconds to read the question.

Glossed vocabulary
Franco  dictator of Spain 1938–1975
Lyon a city in France
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SECOND PASSAGE:  Une interview avec Anne Hidalgo – Deuxième 
 partie / An interview with Anne Hidalgo – Part Two

The interview with Anne Hidalgo, Mayor of Paris, continues. Listen as she answers questions 
about her initial priorities. Question Two is based on this passage. Answer the question in your 
choice of English, te reo Māori, and / or French. You now have 30 seconds to read the question.

LISTENING NOTES
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THIRD PASSAGE:  La Joconde n’est pas à vendre – Première partie /  
    The Mona Lisa is not for sale – Part One

Listen to a documentary about some countries that own valuable art works and the discussion 
this raises about the Mona Lisa in France. Question Three is based on this passage. Answer the 
question in your choice of English, te reo Māori, and / or French. You now have 30 seconds to read 
the question.

Glossed vocabulary
Joan Miró  famous 20th century Spanish Catalan painter
les dettes debts
le patrimoine  cultural heritage
l’Impressionnisme style of painting that originated in France in the 1860s
le musée d’Orsay Paris museum known for its collection of Impressionist paintings

LISTENING NOTES

Joan Miró
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FOURTH PASSAGE:  La Joconde n’est pas à vendre – Deuxième partie /  
    The Mona Lisa is not for sale – Part Two

In the second part of this documentary about countries that own art works, the report focuses on 
the dilemma for France. Question Four is based on this passage. Answer the question in your 
choice of English, te reo Māori, and / or French. You now have 30 seconds to read the question.

Glossed vocabulary
les caisses  coffers or funds

LISTENING NOTES
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High Achievement exemplar for 91543 2015 Total score 16 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 A4 

This answer is close to M5. It demonstrates understanding of the text 
and the answers convey the general meaning, but lacks the supporting 
details required for Merit. There is a misunderstanding about Hidalgo 
being the first, rather than the third, female mayor of Paris.  

2 A4 
The candidate has given a range of relevant information and has 
attempted a valid explanation of Hidalgo’s plans but has missed some 
of the details. 

3 A4 

The candidate has understood most of the numbers given. Milliard proved 
problematic for many candidates. The general meaning of the texts is 
understood but the supporting details required for Merit are not consistently 
given. 

4 A4 

The response shows that text has been largely understood although the 
candidate has perhaps not proofread the answer to identify that a figure 
of 80 000 tourists per year to France is logically inconsistent. The final 
part of the response shows the candidate has not understood that the 
situation in France is being compared to other countries. 




